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shoulder to shoulder against a literature that: is the
reflection not of the Ideal and of all time, but only of
the fleeting moment, Classicism and Romanticism
were thus alike impugned in their dearest convictions,
On the practical side, the antithesis, as it existed
a hundred years ago, has ceased to be valid
And on the theoretical side ? Here the movement
towards effacing the old distinctions is even more
pronounced. Hegel, romantically Inspired as he was,
was, in the aesthetic field, nothing if not a conciliator
of Classic and Romantic ; a great wizard of syntheses.
And although Schopenhauer may have helped the old
Romanticism to prolong Its life deep into the nine-
teenth century, by imbuing it with a pessimism that
was essentially Romantic, yet with him, too, the
antagonism of Classic and Romantic was blunted.
In the philosophic movement of our own time the
antinomy has no place ; Classicism and Romanticism
have ceased to be material aesthetic conceptions at all.
From the very first, Romanticism held out: the hand
of fellowship to Classicism; Romanticism was
essentially a movement of conciliation in all domains
of the spirit; conciliation was Inherent in its universal-
ism. To it poetry was conterminous with life, not,
as to Classicism, a thing apart from life. It: aimed
quite frankly at finding a common meeting-ground for
the past and the present, for East and West; for the
Classic ideal and the Modern. In its very freedom
from constricting fetters and disciplining processes, in,
its unlimited power to penetrate past and future, to
seek the universal and the eternal, there lay from the
first an occasion for conciliation. And in the after-
time, the movement towards such a conciliation of
antagonistic aesthetic ideals largely went out from
romantically unshackled minds« They sought to
understand, and by understanding, to discover a basis
for harmony,
It is possible that a polarity so deep as that between
Classic and Romantic can never be wholly reconciled; it

